Love Notes

Be on the lookout in the coming weeks for more information of our Legacy Society also will be hosting a special house later this year to Nevada donors and supporters — the folks transportation hubs.

space for abortion care and other services. It will also be a Planned Parenthood Mar Monte flagship site, offering center in town.

and we will soon break ground on a much larger health Mar Monte milestones in Reno!

The Full Mar Monte

¡Con Y-LED also helped us improve our Safer Sex eCourse for older teens and young adults. Y-LED ¡Con Confianza!

and non-judgmental conversations about sex and relationships. We see the main characters seeking characters Daniel, Miguel, Samantha,

comprehensive sex ed created by and engaging new gamified approach to ¡Con Confianza!

emotion and pride now that Digital Learning has completed the final game architecture — to create our next innovation: Puberty the Game.

Next up: PPMM Education and Y-LED will be leveraging our design experience — and others. While traditional sex ed programs do a great job explaining the basics of STIs, this course is meant to help folks:

recommended we include real-life scenarios that represent conversations people might actually to respond. Overall, Y-LED designers emphasized the need for accessible and relatable learning to navigating unhealthy relationships, and addressing barriers to accessing sexual and reproductive protections for everyone we serve.

Sacramento also has penalties for people who violate the ordinance, including being charged with a zone between our health centers and anti-

zone” was created, and in Sacramento the being impeded or harassed.

We are grateful to our community allies for coming together to ensure the passage of these vital San Mateo Ordinance: Access to Reproductive Health Care Facilities

In Sacramento, where our B St. health center has long been targeted by loud and aggressive Fresno Family First staff prevents anyone from obtaining or providing reproductive health care services because they are

Or, the person who wants to have an abortion is not the same person who wants to get the abortion services because they are

Q&A with Associate Medical Director Dr. Nimi Mastey

Organization (WHO) guidelines for the hormonal IUD. The hormonal IUD has the

universities, including two top institutions rights here in the Bay Area.

First, we’re partnering with the University of Utah on a study that further investigates FMM:

Dr. Mastey:

Yes, for example, it is because of research done at Planned Parenthood by name in patient surveys for delivering a fantastic patient experience.

She added that clinicians and HSSs at Family First are very sensitive to what a patient patient needs to come in for a reproductive health visit but doesn’t have a ride,”

themselves on listening closely to patients so they can provide not only the best for, the way they listened to my needs.”

Big congrats!

Director Dr. Cassy Friedrich was PPMM’s Gender Affirming Care Program Welcome to the fellowship!